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About This Game

American Farmer was a board game originally created by my father long ago when he was in college and now I bring it to you in
a digital format. A game of buying and selling for up to 8 players. A simple yet delightfully fun game, after all who doesn't like

to watch their friends lose everything in a devastating fire before nearly achieving victory?

Includes interactive tutorial to help learn the rules.

Up to 8 players Human or AI. You can even have computer players against themselves!

Uses the keyboard, mouse or touchscreen - Up/Down to select on menu, any key to accept chosen option.

Digital Board Game - Roll the dice and your character walks around the board.

Turn-Based

Manage your money in a game of buying and selling, avoid some hazards along the way.

A bit of planning, a sliver of daring, a serving of luck and your well on your way to becoming rich and farmous!

Unlock all 31 Steam Achievements!
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*Achievements currently supported for the Windows version. Mac achievement support is still in development. Thanks for your
patience.

*Linux version is still in development. Purchase for any version will include access to all three platforms (Windows, MacOSX,
and Linux)
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Title: American Farmer
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Tyler Borg
Publisher:
TyBorgGames
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2018
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This game stinks. Great fun arcade style game to keep you occupied for the evening. Gameplay tends to become somewhat stale
after playing for a few hours. The saving grace is by far coop mode, playing the game with friends adds a lot - I can't really see
myself playing this game solo, but with other people, it's heck-a-fun =D. Piloteer, a physics simulator game where you fly a
jetpack around to do a bunch of challenges. Simple gameplay makes this a killer purchase. Everything is executed really well.
It's overall difficult, but it has a great learning curve. I've had a lot of fun so far.

It captures a lot of the fun of QWOP and other physics based games. Starting off deceptively simple, with only two buttons
controlling the jetpack pilot. One thrusts to the left, one to the right. Taking baby steps is key. And the missions start off as little
tutorials and slowly ramp up to real accomplishments. You eventually feel really good about each landing you do and every goal
you complete. And any game that feels that rewarding is definitely worth a play in my book.

It has achievements, making the climb to jetpack extraordinaire extra fun.
It has trading cards, allowing you to catch 'em all.
And it's graphics and music pack quite a charm. Overall, I definitely recommend the experience.

https://youtu.be/-7mYiNa7UJU. A great game that teaches us about plants! Those who loves nature and plants would love this
game! This game happens to show how plants actually grow but lets you make the decision of where and what to grow! There
are many many challenging parts to growing a plant than it may seem to be easy. Air, food and water is what you may seem
BUT this game tests the gamer's ability to multitask! You have to collect the water,the starch and even take note of bugs!
Overall, quite a fun game! A great learning experience!

7/10
-WinterApple. cool mini people
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Zombie Derby - greetings from smartphones from 2013 year.

Action with cars and zombies. The goal is to get from the starting point to the end of the level, typing as many points as possible.
Going to the end will be problematic and almost impossible with a standard car. Therefore, there is a rather diverse system of
improvements. From tires and engine to guns and customization.
In all there are five levels, they are diverse and the graphics in the game are beautiful. Let's not forget that the game was
originally for smartphones. Also in the steam version there are three additional levels.
Machines are also five, all of them are different from each other and are designed for a certain level. Therefore, the purchase of
a new car is mandatory, since even at the maximum improved previous car, you will not leave far on a new level.

Good game, which until now can give you a pleasant pastime.. A truely amazing RTS. With its modern setting and all. The only
thing that is really not that great is the long loading time for windows 10. But otherwise it is an amazing game worth checking
out.. Well... it took three attempts to even start it, no servers are online and all I can do iw read the word Authorize for as long as
I want.

Going by what others have said, this thing is dead in the water. Don't bother.. is called project rhombus but has no rhombi in the
actual game

EDIT: i have been corrected by gay that rhombus is any quadrilateral with all equal sides. therefore this game is amazing and
you should buy it. Definetely a fun little game. The puzzles are interesting and its always fun to have games that does stuff out
of the game (like doing google searches, map coordinates etc). The command lines based gameplay also provides a "geeky" feel
to the gameplay. The endings and secrets and also pretty amusing (though I kinda expected the standard ending, too much of
Portal and AI's that feels a lot like GLaDOS I guess :P). Expected this when playing: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_DqV1xdf-Y

No UNLIMITED power. 0/10

(On a serious note, 5/10. Needs a lot of work. Many people are currently having compatability issues and such (though not me)
and as well based on being user friendly, I'm still not sure what I'm doing when I first start. So until I get some more hours, my
review will change.). Protect your zeppelin, upgrade or replace your on-board weapons and shoot down as many planes as you
can before time runs out or before they destroy your cargo. It's a form of tower defense, but very basic and easy. After each
level you have the opportunity to add new weapons or replace existing ones with unlocked or upgraded guns. The graphics look
poor and there's practically no sound (the thunder and guns are the only sounds that come to mind actually). I wouldn't really
recommend it to anyone.

[Rating: 65\/100]. One of the best competitive games ever, very teamplay oriented, have played it since 2003. recommended
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